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ABSTRACT
As a number of recent studies have emphasized, it is relevant to examine official statistics not just merely to assess the accuracy of historical data, but also in their own right, as political-cognitive devices which, by providing a standard to measure things, allow for an agreement regarding their objective existence and, therefore, the possibility to act upon them. In this paper, we focus on the different manners according to which, prior to the modern census era, ages of respondents were classified. Four different models emerge from this analysis, which in each case can be related to a specific political and social context.
Of all the questions asked in modern-day censuses, age seems at first sight the most simple. Age looks like a naturally numerical variable, provided with a simple, standard, and familiar measurement unit: counting in years we learn in early childhood. By contrast, such concepts as ethnic origin, occupation or disease raise fairly complex problems and suppose reliance on knowledge originating from various disciplines. For example, agreeing on a classification of diseases — should it be based upon initial causes or upon symptoms? — kept the International Statistical Congress busy for no less than four decades (Quetelet raised the question as early as 1853 but the Bertillon scheme was not passed until 1893). As a matter of fact, most attention has been up to now directed towards those variables such as occupation which most evidently exhibit the influence of social and historical context.\footnote{1} Age looks as though there was nothing to say about it, except perhaps from an internal point of view: its story is a simple one of progressive accuracy and technical improvement, the decision to record the respondent’s date of birth (instead of assigning him to a pre-defined age group) and the advent of computer technology (allowing for easy recording) being obvious landmarks. However, a closer look reveals that, as well as other census variables, age has been sensible to the influence of context, and this, as much during the “pre-numerate age” (which, in the case of Canada, means the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries) as during “the avalanche of printed numbers” that characterized the first half of the nineteenth century.\footnote{2}

As a number of recent studies have rightly emphasized, it is relevant to examine official statistics not just merely to assess the accuracy of historical data, but also in their own right, as political-cognitive devices which, by providing a standard to measure things, allow for an agreement regarding their objective existence and, therefore, the possibility to act upon them.\footnote{3} Glancing at age statistics collected in the numerous pre-1867 censuses, one cannot avoid being struck by both the large variety of classifying schemes and the odd fact that in many censuses these schemes were different for men and women. In the pages that follow, we intend to show that, for the whole period prior to Confederation, these changes and peculiarities in the procedures for recording age can be explained by reference to context, more precisely by a complex interplay of demands for information, political pressures, intellectual influences and technical imperatives. Given the paucity of sources relative to the intentions of officials in charge of these censuses — monarchs tended to view numbers concerning popula-
tion as *secrets d'État*, and it seems that bureaucracy was at that time less prone to red tape — some of the explanations put forward may seem tentative, but on the whole we feel that they are reasonable. Taken together, they illustrate the general proposition that, as cognitive devices endowed with their own history, statistical tools at the same time embody the conceptions entertained by their authors and play an active rôle in shaping the perceptions of authorities and, in the democratic polity, of various publics. This seems fairly evident in the contemporary cases of, say, unemployment rates or figures about violence against women: but, as we intend to demonstrate, quite the same can be said of a much earlier era and of such an apparently unproblematic variable as age.

**RECORDING AGE IN PRE-1867 CENSUSES: FOUR MODELS**

From 1665, the year Jean Talon embarked on New France's first census — "the first in modern times", as we, Canadians, often boast of, to 1851, when the tradition of full-scale decennial censuses was inaugurated, some eighty censuses were conducted on the territory which came to be known as Canada. The scope and nature of these surveys varied widely: some of them were mere numberings (e.g. the 1731 Acadian census), while others undoubtedly suited our modern definition of a census (e.g. the 1831 and 1844 censuses of Lower Canada). The number of questions, the variables retained, the categories devised to classify answers, all differ largely from one case to another. What a striking contrast indeed between the annual censuses taken in Upper Canada from 1824 to 1841, and those taken in Lower Canada in 1831 or in the 1840s! On the one hand, we have a questionnaire reduced to its simplest terms: "Names of Heads of Families, Number in each Family, Males under Sixteen, Females under Sixteen, Males above Sixteen, Females above Sixteen, Total"; on the other hand, we are dealing with a considerable list of questions: the form used in Lower Canada in 1831 contains no fewer than 85 questions, which, according to the author of the census report, could account for the large number of errors in the returns. Besides censuses using a minimal number of categories for each variable, we have others making use of complex (and, to the late-twentieth-century observer, sometimes amazing) nomenclatures. Beyond the purpose of numbering the people, however, a common denominator of most of these inquiries was the distribution of the population according to sex. Variables such as age and marital status were less frequent, information pertaining to age
Being collected on average three times out of four. Occupation was seldom taken into account (though it had been by Jean Talon). The first object of these censuses being to measure the growth of the population, demographic variables, i.e. sex, age and marital status, were of course the most important. From His Majesty’s or Colbert’s letters to the intendants up to the nineteenth-century census reports, the recurring questions were those concerning the evolution of population. Moreover, those three demographic variables, which offered the advantage of being easily collectable, were often submitted to what we now call cross-tabulation. In the following pages, we intend to focus, as mentioned above, on the ways men and women were divided according to age.

From our corpus of fifty-three censuses cross-tabulating age and sex, we were able to extract four general models, which can be distinguished by combining two criteria. The first one is that used mostly during the French régime: we designate it as simple (it contains few categories) and asymmetric (different categories apply for men and women). The second model we encounter in Upper Canada and in the other British provinces of North America (with the exception of Lower Canada): it is also simple but symmetric (identical categories apply to both sexes). A third model we find in Lower Canada up to 1844 (and in Upper Canada during the 1840s), it can be described as complex (it has many categories, in contrast to the first two models) and asymmetric. Finally, a fourth model, from which later classifications were generated, was used from 1844 in Lower Canada and adopted in Upper Canada in 1851: corresponding to the last possible combination of our criteria, it is complex and symmetric.

An initial observation can be made regarding the two models we describe as asymmetric. In both cases, the number of classes that apply to the ages of women is always smaller than the number that apply to the ages of men. During the French régime, married women were even counted in a unique category. Considering that these classifying schemes were devised by men, it is tempting to interpret this different treatment in terms of woman being “the other”. It has been shown before, e.g. about races, that when it came to identify the others, there was a tendency to envision all of them as identical, to be blind to differences amid the others or, at least, to consider that the difference between “them” and “us” was significant enough to account for what the others were. Indeed, if one turns away from Canada and looks at early American censuses, one will be confirmed in this view: in 1790, the first census follow-
ing ratification of the Constitution, inquiry was made as to the number of free white males under and above 16, but no question was asked concerning the age of free white females, free other persons or slaves; in later antebellum censuses, there was interest in age partition, but the number of categories applying to free white persons was always larger to that applying to free colored persons or slaves (in 1840, thirteen categories were used to classify the ages of whites, while only six sufficed to distinguish blacks). Are we dealing here with an instance of this phenomenon? As tempting (and as true) as this speculation may be, we fear it does not tell the whole story. A closer examination of the models and of the different contexts which gave rise to each of them leads us to a more intricate tale.

OF MEN AND ARMS: THE SIMPLE ASYMMETRIC MODEL

As mentioned above, age was among the variables on which data were collected during New France's first census, conducted by Jean Talon in 1665-1666. Up to 1681, however, no specific classification system was imposed upon enumerators. They were not required, as they would be later, to write down the number of men within each household whose age was comprised between such and such, but simply asked to write down the age of the "habitans" and of the members of their family. Moreover, the only tables we possess that display results of the 1665-1666, 1667 and 1681 censuses, and which could offer some clues as to the classification systems used at that time, seem to have devised much later, in the 1870s, that is when following Confederation it was decided to gather, arrange, and publish all statistical data produced during earlier censuses. Those three first censuses must therefore be excluded from our corpus.

During New France's 1692 census, a double classification system was applied to ages. From 1692 to 1734, it was used eight times (in 1692, 1695, 1698, 1706, 1719, 1720, 1721 and 1734), according to the summary published in 1876. Lalou and Boleda, who had access to a copy of the original documents pertaining to twenty-six surveys, believe that this system was used in a quasi-systematic manner between 1685 and 1739. Although the same categories (less than 15; 15 and over) were used for unmarried persons of both sexes, different systems applied for married persons: men under 50 were distinguished from men above 50, whereas women were gathered in a sole category. In the 1765 census, a somewhat different version of this model was used. According to Landry, besides in-
quiring about the head of household and, in some cases, his occupation, enumerators distinguished women from girls, men from boys under and above 15, male servants under 15 from those above, but female servants were brought all together. Curiously, the system used in Nova Scotia's 1817 census exhibited a logic similar to that used during the French régime. Indeed, census returns distinguished: "Men above 50 years; Men between 16 and 50 years; Boys; Women; Girls". A final model implying a simple asymmetric partition for men and women was used in New France's 1688 and Canada's 1784 censuses. In 1688, unmarried men under 15 were segregated from those over 15, while for unmarried women the dividing line was established at 12. In 1784, the same number of categories applied for both sexes, but the cutoff age was 15 for boys and 14 for girls.

A regular feature of all these instances of the simple asymmetric model is the separation of married and unmarried persons. In the first case, men and women are treated alike: those under 15 are distinguished from those above 15. How can we account for this cutoff age? One may interpret this as a distinction between those too young to be married (although for girls, legal age of marriage was then fixed at 12) and the group of bachelors potentially active on the marriage market. Though by aggregating everybody over 15, the group would include elements who were much too old for marriage, this interpretation concurs with what was undeniably one of the main purposes of census activity, that is knowledge of the growth and of the possibilities for growth of the settler population. Colbert's letter to Frontenac, dated 13 June 1673, provides plain evidence of this:

...Sa Majesté veut aussi que vous vous fassiez rendre compte soigneusement du nombre de mariages qui se font par chacun an de garçons et filles nés dans le pays, et même du nombre des enfants qui naîtront par chacun an, et que vous m’en envoyiez les mémoires certifiés de l’évêque et des curés en fin de chaque année.

However, another but in no way contradictory interpretation seems more obvious when we no longer consider the group of unmarried persons but the group of men, both married and unmarried, as a whole. A letter from Colbert to the Sieur de la Barre, dated 10 May 1682, is quite explicit as to the demands royal authority addresses to the governor:
In a letter addressed to Minister Seignelay and dated 4 November 1683, Governor Le Febvre de la Barre would announce that the census established that 2,248 men were capable of bearing arms and leave a blank for the total number of inhabitants, which indicates clearly which information was sought in priority.

What the simple asymmetric model allowed for was precisely a total of all men who were of fighting age. The two instances of this model that occurred after France's defeat in the Seven Years War (those of Canada in 1784 and Nova Scotia in 1817) can also be accounted for in this manner. Knowing how many men were of fighting age was an understandable matter of concern for British colonial authorities during the American War of Independence and in the immediate aftermath of the War of 1812. What does all this amount to? Given the absence of documents dealing specifically with the genesis of these census schemes, no conclusion can prove decisive. As a matter of fact, we must not exclude the possibility that census officials might sometimes reuse older schemes without giving it further thought: *vis inertiae* also has a rôle in what is after all a routine activity. To sum up, however, it can confidently be stated that there existed at that time (and especially under the French régime) a close relation between the explicit demands of political authority, relative to potential military strength and population increase, and the devising of classification schemes used in the census.

**YEARLY NUMBERINGS: THE SIMPLE SYMMETRIC MODEL**

Another model, which applied identical age partitions to men and women, was used in almost all other censuses of our corpus. This very simple model was used in Upper Canada on an annual basis from 1824 to 1841: women and men were both divided in two classes, under or above 16. The same model was used in New Brunswick in 1824, 1834 and 1840, in Assiniboia from 1831 to 1849 and, in a slightly different form, in Nova Scotia in 1838. In fact, we are dealing here with very modest censuses, which were not much more than people counts: those made in Upper Canada...
during the 1824-1841 period, for example, had a very narrow scope, compared with those made in Lower Canada during the same period. Partition according to age seems to have been then of minor importance: what mattered was the actual number of inhabitants. As a matter of fact, this model simply measures, in an even cruder manner than that used during the French régime, the number of children and the number of adults.

What this last model exhibits is a link between the scope of the inquiry and the degree of complexity of the classification system. To numberings or quasi-numberings are associated simple classification schemes; to censuses of a wider scope correspond more complex schemes. Reference to the 1790 American census may be relevant here: while the model used was asymmetric (as to both sex and race), it was also very simple. But the object of this first census was strictly that which was mentioned in the Constitution, that is a population count in view of apportionment in the House of Representatives.22 However, this should not lead us to formulate an iron law: the censuses held in Upper Canada at the end of the 1840s were not very different in scope from those held in the 1820s and 1830s, but the classification systems they used for age belong to our complex symmetric model. This is indeed the reason why we have felt that the usually relevant distinction between full-fledged censuses and mere population counts should not be retained here.

That leaves us with an anomaly: the model used in Canada’s 1790 census23 and Prince Edward Island’s 1841 and 1849 censuses was symmetric and somewhat midway between what we have up to now defined as simple (two categories only) and what could qualify as complex. This model partitioned age for both sexes in four categories: under 16, from 16 to 45, from 45 to 60, 60 and over.24 As to its purposes, this intermediate-symmetric model is however best understood when assimilated to the complex-asymmetric model to which we turn now.

**ECHOES OF THE POPULATION DEBATE:**
**THE COMPLEX ASYMMETRIC MODEL**

The Act authorizing the 1825 Lower Canada census includes the questionnaire to be used by enumerators. Nine questions deal with age and from them we can extract an asymmetric but also complex system.25 Adult men were divided into four groups (18 to under 25; 25 to under 40; 40 to under 60; 60 and over), whereas for adult women, there were only two groups (14 to under 45; 45 and over);
in both cases, those who were married were distinguished from those who were not. Other categories were not exclusive, since there was one for girls under 14, and three others (under 6, from 6 to under 14, from 14 to under 18) for “people” without distinction of sex.26

This case was not unique. A comparable form was used for the 1831 Lower Canada census. Enumerators had to inquire about the number of persons within each family who were 5 and under; the number of persons over 5 and under 14; the number of men from 14 to under 18, from 18 to under 21, from 21 to under 30, from 30 to under 60, and of 60 and over, making a distinction between those who were married from those who were not; the number of women under 14, from 14 to under 45, and of 45 and over, making a distinction again those who were married from those who were not.27 Seven categories were thus used to divide males (five for adults, two for children), against three or four for females (since — another inconsistency — two categories were available for girls under 14). Nor was this double classification system exclusive to Lower Canada. It was to be applied in Upper Canada in 1842,28 with one small difference: the same seven categories applied for men, while four were defined for women (5 and under, over 5 up to under 14, from 14 to under 45, over 45), thereby lifting the ambiguity as to where girls under 14 should be classified.29

This double system would still be put to use in the 1848 Upper Canada census. Men were then distributed among eight categories (the large 30 to 60 group was broken down in two with 40 as the cutoff point), but the same four were used for women.30 Finally, we still find a complex asymmetric system in the 1850 Upper Canada census: it is indeed much more complex, since it uses twelve categories for men (less than 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 5, 5 to 10, 10 to 14, 14 to 18, 18 to 21, 21 to 30, 30 to 40, 40 to 60, 60 to 100, and over 100) and ten for women (less than 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 5, 5 to 10, 10 to 14, 14 to 30, 30 to 40, 40 to 60, 60 to 100, and over 100).31 But it cannot be assimilated to the previous complex asymmetric models, since it lacks the 45 cutoff age for women that was the common and in our view decisive feature of all the others.

From the model used in the 1825 and 1831 Lower Canada censuses and in the 1848 Upper Canada census emerge two distinctive conceptions of age: a biological one centered on the idea of reproduction and which applies to women; one more related to the universe of labour and which applies to men. In these schemes, women's lives are presented as marked out by physiological events:
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14 and 45 are indeed the ages which, on average, indicate the beginning and the end of their fertility. What was thus sought was the number of women of childbearing age. Men's lives, on the other hand, are presented as punctuated by events of social or occupational dimensions: 18, 21, and 30 indeed can be looked at as stages in social as well as physical maturity; 60 indicates retirement from the occupational world (if not from the world itself). The dominant idea here is that of production, in its traditional and manly sense.

We think the context against which this complex asymmetric model must be set is that of the population controversy. D.V. Glass has documented this 18th-century debate as to whether England and Wales's population had grown or declined since the Glorious Revolution, a debate which gave rise to many a population theory and ultimately prompted the establishment of national censuses in Britain. One of the high points of this controversy was of course the publication of Thomas Malthus's *Essay on the Principle of Population* in 1798, barely three years before the first decennial census of England and Wales (1801). Our view is that the characteristic feature of the complex-asymmetric model (the 14-45 category for women) has been devised to meet questions that echoed the English debate. That this debate had some echo in Canada is showed notably by Lower Canada Legislative Assembly's decision to acquire Malthus's *Essay* for its library in 1807.

More importantly, Malthus's theory was discussed at length by Robert Gourlay in his 1822 *Statistical Account of Upper Canada*. Gourlay, a radical who knew well Sir John Sinclair, author of the monumental twenty-one volume *Statistical Account of Scotland*, had been immersed in the population debate since his Scottish days. Indeed, one of his early articles had been cited with approval by Malthus himself in the 1803 edition of his *Essay*. According to his biographer, Gourlay's *Statistical Account*, the first of its genre in Canada, was widely read by political authorities. This concern about population growth cannot be assimilated to that expressed by the monarchy during the French régime: what we have here is not simply an interest in the total number of inhabitants but a worry informed by theory. The theory may be crude; yet, to seek not merely a total to be compared with that of the last census but also the number of women of child-bearing age reveals a degree of sophistication: one can detect here the notion of trend. An indirect confirmation of this hypothesis is given by Michael Thomas Sadler's *The Law of Population*. Sadler, an English businessman and
M.P., published in 1830 this lengthy volume (1300 pages), in which he intended to refute Malthusian pessimism. To this end, he relied, among other data, on the results of the early American censuses, namely that of 1820, in which the model used to record age enabled him to devise a ratio of children under 10 to women from 16 through 44. Notwithstanding a little difference as to the lower limit, the range here is strikingly similar to that of our complex asymmetrical model. What it reveals is the existence of a shared problem and of shared methods for tackling it.

THE ORDEAL OF INFANT MORTALITY: THE COMPLEX SYMMETRIC MODEL

On November 14, 1843, the Legislative Council committee reported on the Legislative Assembly’s Bill entitled “An Act for taking the Census of the Inhabitants of Lower Canada and for obtaining certain Statistical information therein mentioned”:

That they have examined the said Bill with much care, and being deeply impressed with the necessity of rendering it as efficient as possible to secure the ends contemplated by such a measure, have deemed it proper and expedient to recommend a few amendments to the body of the Bill. To meet the views of Members of the Medical Faculty, who are desirous of ascertaining the number of deaths under five years of age in this Province, in order, if possible, to raise the standard of health during infancy, Your Committee have adopted the division of age, as applied to the sexes, observed in Belgium, by which the ages under five are taken by each year; between five, and twenty, by periods of five years; between twenty and sixty, by periods of ten years; and all above sixty years, included in one column.37

This totally new model was both complex (it contained no less than 13 categories) and symmetrical (the same categories applied for men and women alike). After being adopted as an amendment by the Legislative Assembly on November 17, it was first used in the 1844 Lower Canada census. From 1851 on, it was applied in Upper Canada as well. As mentioned in the quotation, the context which gave rise to this complex symmetrical model is the severe infant mortality which affected Canada in those years. After the 1830s cholera epidemics, the nascent and hence not yet well-established medical profession, no longer prone to fatalistic attitudes and eager for legitimacy, was intent on doing something. In Canada as well as in Europe and in the U.S. (which encountered
comparable rates of infant mortality), doctors and statisticians — they often moved in the same circles — probed the relation between age and death. At the centre of these debates was of course Adolphe Quetelet, at that time an illustrious figure: not only had he addressed the problem in his 1842 On Man, he was also the foremost authority responsible for the Belgian census (to which the above-mentioned Legislative Council report explicitly referred). In Canada, a Doctor William Kelly had in 1834 severely criticized the dismal state of registration and census statistics; such as they were, these data were useless for the student of infant mortality. That Kelly was taking part in a transatlantic discussion is suggested by the fact that his lecture seems to have been named after Bisset Hawkins's 1829 Elements of Medical Statistics.38

What we witness here is a change in the source of the demands addressed to census officials. While under the French régime census classifications were devised according to the wishes of political authorities overseas, the complex symmetric model was clearly shaped in response to the requests of local doctors desirous to investigate infant mortality. The idea that census statistics collected on a periodic basis were an adequate tool for such an inquiry is of course dubious: but this specific demand must be seen as one element in an ongoing debate about the usefulness of statistics (whether they originated from the census or from other sources) for the improvement of public health. This is the first instance in Canadian history (at least the first documented instance — the echoes of the population debate which we saw as the key to the complex-asymmetric were dim and may have been restricted to colonial authorities) of official statistics becoming a matter of public debate, that is a debate in which a specific public, namely members of the medical profession, emerged as interested in numbers up to then the preserve of the government. It was the emergence of such publics that more generally prompted the spectacular explosion in the collection of numerical data witnessed in the Western world during the first half of the nineteenth century — and everywhere doctors were at the forefront. It has been said that counting people makes sense only "if their common personhood is (...) seen as somehow more significant than their differences":39 where can this equivalence be more acutely experienced than in the face of death?
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